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ABSTRACT

We carry out the dimensional reduction of the pure g rav i ty sector of

Kaluza Klein t h e o r i e s without making t runca t ions of any s o r t . This genera l i zes

Our previous r e s u l t / l / for the 5-dimensional case to h + d(>l) dimensions-

The e f fec t ive U-dimensional ac t ion lias the s t ruc tu re o:' an i n f i n i t e dimensional

gauge theory corresponding t o the gauge algebras (50(1,3) © s o ( d ) ) x (G /H- S1

Vect{G/H).
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In a recent paper / ! / we showed that the effective

4-dimensional lagrangian obtained by reduction of 5-dimensional

gravity has the structure of an infinite dimensional gauge

theory. By using the symmetries of this effective lagrangian

we moreover demonstrated that i t represented a classically

consistent theory of spin-2 particles coupled to gravity and

electromagnetism. In this letter we explain how and why the

procedure followed previously carries over to an arbitrary

number of extra compact dimensions. To i l lustrate our arguments

we need use only the pure gravity term y-g R , where R

is the Ricci scalar in (4+d)-dimensions. For d>l , this term

by itself has no compactifying solutions. We shall nevertheless

be able to discuss spontaneous compactification, by keeping

in mind models containing extra matter fields. These could

be elementary gauge fields in higher dimensions /2 / or scalars

living on an arbitrary Grassman manifold / 3 / . Since the inclu-

sion of matter fields, leads to technical complications which

detract from the clarity of the argument, they will be dealt

with elsewhere / 5 / .

Our conventions are as follows : Upper case latin letters
will be used for higher dimensional indices, lower case latin
ones as those (ranging from 5 to d+4) for the internal space,
while lower case Greek ones will take on the values 0, 1, 2,
3. Early alphabet letter denote frame labels whereas the
mid-alphabet is reserved for world indices. Background flat
frame labels are indicated by barred latin letters (a, B, e tc . . . )



As explained in I the Kaluza Klein program begins

with a gravity matter system in d + 4 dimensions and postulates

(as a boundary condition) that d dimensions are compact so

that all quantities are periodic in the corresponding coordinates

y . For a "four dimensional" observer the compact sector

coordinates y1 are reinterpreted as internal rather than

space-time labels. The assumption of compactness permits a

harmonic analysis of all quantities and it is this that gives

a precise meaning to the reinterpretation of the compact sector

degrees of freedom as internal degrees of freedom : the result

of the harmonic analysis is a four dimensional theory with

a discrete infinity of fields carrying the labels provided

by the harmonic analysis. One may proceed further by considering

the theories of small fluctuations about classical solutions

of the field equations. Obviously -in order to insure diagonality

of the mass spectrum with respect to the harmonic labels- the

harmonics used must be those corresponding to the classical

solution about which the fields fluctuate.

The possibility of curvature and the variety of

compact manifolds available when d>l makes the harmonic analysis

of the untruncated theory somewhat more subtle than the

5-dimensional case. In order to carry out a harmonic expansion

on a coset space G/H (without separating fields into background

+ fluctuation) one must /6/ convert all curved compact sector

labels m, nr ... into background flat labelts a, b, ...

by using the components «am<y)
 o f a d-bein on G/H. A detailed

analysis is given below.
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Our procedure is as follows : we first set forth

the operation of the symmetries and the structure of the action

in terms of 4-dimensional tensors }j£jl.£.( $/>*> j fy*.

JWITV > £JUA J ̂ ITH tJtt) defined by the Kaluza Klein parametrization

of the D = d + 4 dimensional metric or vielbein. Note that

these fields, continue to depend on the d "extra" variables

ym. As noted above the labels m , a and ym on these fields

are to be interpreted as internal rather than space-time indices.

Correspondingly the local Lorentz invariance and

reparametrization invariance in the compact sector (ym-> y -$, )

are reinterpreted as internal symmetries. It is precisely this

conceptual transition that allows KK theories to unify space-time

symmetries with internal ones. As in the five dimensional case

this reinterpretation is given a precise meaning by the

possibility of analyzing all quantities in harmonics of the

chosen compact space G/H. This allows /6/ conversion of the

continuous labels ym to the discrete labels furnished by the

harmonic expansion on G/H. Integration over the ym thus becomes

a summation over these discrete labels. Since harmonic analysis

on G/H commutes with the dynamical operators (0(x, tfa. ) ) of

the theory, all results in terms of discrete labels enjoy free

interconversion with the corresponding results written in terms

of continuous labels : just as in the five dimensional case.

Accordingly, we first present our results in terms of the continous

labels and then show how they may be carried over into the

alternative notation.



The infinitesimal general coordinate transformations

(y-»y-£) on the internal space Y obey the commutation rules

of the algebra of diffeomorphisms of Y (Vect (Y)).

(l)

Under harmonic analysis this algebra becomes a discrete infinite

dimensional algebra. The structure of the corresponding commu-

tation relations was discussed in references /3,4/ . Every

tensor density on the internal space furnishes, upon harmonic

analysis, a matrix representation of this infinite dimensional

algebra. This generalizes the well known result (see ref/1/

for a brief explanation) for the matrix representations of

Vect (S ). Explicit results will be given elsewhere /7/.

Similarly the algebra of local Lorentz transformations in D

dimensions becomes, upon harmonic analysis of the transformation

parameters ft^AB(x,y), the infinite dimensional algebra so(l,D-l)

x G/H.

We conclude our introduction with some remarks

on the further specification of the theory. The inclusion of

matter fields or quantum effects makes it possible, in general,

to find solutions of the equations of motion corresponding

to 4 non-compact and d compact dimensions. The selection of

one extremum over all others can, however, be achieved only

by fiat, since there is as yet no way of comparing the energy

associated with different solutions in theories involving

gravity. To make further sense of the theory one then expands

in fluctuations around the chosen solution of the equations

of motion. These solutions are defined by a set of VEVs for

the various fields of the theory which support representations

of the infinite dimensional symmetries of the effective action.

These VEVs spontaneously break the infinite dimensional symmetry

down to a finite subgroup which represents the low energy sym-

metry of the theory and is the little group corresponding to

these VEVs. In particular this residual invariance includes

the subgroup of the isometries of the internal space which

leaves the Vevs of the matter fields invariant. We have earlier

/3/ shown that the mass spectrum of small fluctuations of

the spin 2 and spin 1 modes in such theories is governed by

the infinite dimensional Higgs effect associated with the above

mentioned spontaneous breaking. In particular the massive spin

two particles gain their longitudinal spin one and spin zero

modes by a "telescopic Higgs effect" in which one tower of

gauge vector excitations from the D dimensional metric becomes

massive by eating a tower of scalars and, since it is itself

a Goldstone mode for the vector symmetries associated with

spin 2 tower, furnishes it with the required massive spin one

and spin zero modes.

We start with the Einstein action in D = d+4

dimensions a

where
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(3.a)

(3.b)

(3.c)

This action is invariant under infinitesimal general

coordinate transformations, ẑ ->z -y(z) and Lorentz rotations

£0j, which alter E by

"* * *L f ^ E> ~ M (4)

We begin our transition to 4 dimensions by parame-

trizing E as

As we shall see, the gauge choice E 0 can be maintained

under variation (5) only if the action of a( y) on E* is compen-

sated by a mixed rotation6)£. The action of the remaining Lorentz

transformations corresponding to the parameters b^ocR a n d

is seen from (5) to be linear :

C e * _ U3*t a £ LL b flu. —O

m (6.a)

-T-

and to respect the gauge condition

(6.b)

Turning now to the general coordinate transfor-

mations, we first note that viewed from the 4-dimensional stand-

point the parameters, IP , group naturally into a 4-dimensional

vector, $T' , and a d-dimensional internal space vector ,J .

It is expedient to study the cases <^>' f 0 (the vector symmetry

1" ̂  0, f ° *tne internal symmetries)transformations) and1?1

separately.

The combined effect of and on E^ is

= "

? El"? ° n e ensures that the 9au9e EBy choosing W , = ~ eb e? El

is preserved. As a result, however, the transformation laws

of the other fields become non linear :

(8.a)

l * f- fily^^ f\- Z~£ (8.C)

The transformation laws (8.a)-(8Cc) are generali-

sations of the corresponding rules for the 5-dimensional case.



As before, they are non-linear, they generalise general coor-

dinate invariance to an infinite set of such invariances

one for each value of y, and they lead to symmetry currents

which are crucial in proving the classical consistency of the

eqns. of motion of the spin-2 particles that appear in the

effective 4-dimensional theory.

For £ m ? 0, 5" = 0, eqn.(4) provides a set of linear

transformation laws :

(9.a)

(9.b)

(9.O

These eqns. are simply the statements that the

e°^_ and e ^ transform as the scalar and rank 1 tensor

representations of algebra (1) while AJJ behaves as a

contravariant vector for an x-independent^ . The transformation

rule for A^ is recognised as corresponding to the adjoint

rep. as soon as we translate our results from the continuous

to the discrete form. In gauge theory language, eq.(9) states

that AJ^ transforms as a gauge connection for algebra (1) while

and * w transform as specific matter representations.

Since all these reps. are linear and since the symmetry

parameter, Vm is local in x, we expect algebra (1) to be realized

both locally and linearly in our effective 4-dimensional action.

Eq.(6) tells us that the same holds true for the algebra

(sod,3) © so(d)) x (G/H) corresponding to the Lorentz

parameters Cj^a and ^«L-C- (which is the infinite dimensional

extension of so(1,3) & so(d) which results from multiplying

each generator by the scalar harmonics on G/H). In operational

terms, this means that wherever we have a space-time derivative

0u_, it must occur as a derivative DM. covariant either w.r.t.

Alg.(l) or w.r.t. (SO(1,3) + SO(d)) x G/H.

Explicit evaluation bears out this expectation.

Indeed, the 4-dimensional lagrangian takes the form :

-t

where Rj°V (e) is the Ricci scalar with all

by

}„

IX^ — Ac* <*?*
*y»

t

(10)

replaced

(11.a)

(11.b)

{11.c)

(11.d)
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and R° is the Ricci scalar for internal space.

It can easily be checked that D ^ v eVtl,

^ transform covariantly w.r.t. so(l,3) and alg.(l) respectively

(12.b)

(12.c)

We note that for just one extra dimension, R̂ j = 0

and the last two terms in oLt«cancel each other, leaving the

expression ^*jf of ref./l/. These extra terms which involve

only the e fields (which are scalars w.r.t. 4-dimensional
In. a

general coordinate transformations) and their oovariant space-

time derivatives, constitute the scalar sector for the effective

4-dimensional theory.

Written in terms of the metrics

lagrangian becomes

and g the

«•>
W

(13)

-11-

where

(14)

and R.tT1) is now the Ricci scalar in terms of the Christoffel

7 0

connections, yv, but with all derivatives a*, (including those

in the T 's) replaced by the covariant derivative 0^= *W "

A^, v£ .

If our internal space is compact we can convert

the continuous index, y, to a set of discrete labels, by harmonic

analysis. This is done as follows.

We first convert all internal world indices to

background flat ones by use of the background d-bein e a fj)

(which is simply a set of functions and not a dynamical field).

The conversion of all derivatives tf£ to background coavariant

derivatives VT is done using

(15)

Through this procedure we get

«. —

(16.a)

(16.b)

(16.c)
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where the derivatives in R^ (/ > are now covariantized to

£*/""

C =

(18.a)

{18.b)

(18.c)

(18.dl

and R . is the Ricci tensor for the background G/H,

Finally the continuous algebra (1) takes the form

J ~ (19)

At this point we can apply the standard rules for

harmonic analysis on a symmetric space G/H /5/. These are :

(1) Decompose the flat labels into irreps. of H according

to the rule : "the d vector of the isotropy group SO(d) has

-13-

the H content of G/H", and

(2) Expand all such irreps. r as

= z (20)

where the sum extends over all irreps. R of G that include

!„ on restriction to H.
n

The discrete version of (1) is obtained as folows.

Let ̂ r f be the set of H irreps, obtained by decomposing the

vector index a. Then

V 7
(21)

Where a. runs from 1 to dim r . Corresponding to the parameters

5(i) one has generators^ ... whose differential realization

on the coordinates is

(22)

The discrete commutation relations can now be calculated using

1 2the properties of the harmonics. We treat S and S as examples.

For S one gets

- fan-n) (23)

- l i t -



For S 2 = SU(2)/U(1) , ? _ splits under U(l) into ̂  + and£_. Thus we

get the generators

£
(24)

With the definitions (c

L-l)'

We get the commutation relations

(25.a)

(25.b)

(26.a)

(26.b)

Harmonically analysing eq.(16) on S , we shall

arrive at a set of matrix reps, for alg.{27) /7/.

-15-

Finally, we can write the lagrangian in terms of

harmonic components. In doing so, it assumes a form totally

analogous to finite dimensional gauge theories. For example

the covariant derivative

where[Q <i)Hs t h e m a trix representation of (26) supported by

the infinite dimensional multiplets ?*.!> ji^U-tOj etc...

In conclusion, we have Carried through the

dimensional reduction of the pure gravitional term for an

untruncated Kaluza Klein theory in an arbitrary number of

dimensions. We have seen that the procedure produces a gauge

theory of an infinite dimensional algebra due to the local

invariances of the initial action. Finally we have explained

how the convenient basis introduced in /3/ (which is the

appropriate one for analyzing the infinite dimensional Higgs

phenomenon in these theories) is also the one which makes the

covariantization with respect to (sod,3) Q so(D) x (G/H) )&

Vect (G/H) apparent.
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